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Weight loss audio program refund terms and conditions 

 
This simple and effective weight loss audio program includes 6 different hypnosis sessions 
to help you change the deep structures of your mind that have prevented you from losing 
weight and keeping it off in the past. The correct changes in your sub-conscious mind is 
the key to easy weight management. 

All you need to do is listen to a short, enjoyable and safe Hypnosis recording each day for 
6 consecutive days of the week over 4 consecutive weeks. That’s only a brief relaxing 
session for 24 days to enable you to easily lose weight and sustain your goal weight once 
it’s achieved. It couldn’t be easier! Before you begin listening to this audio program, 
please make sure to read this document, sign below, and email it to 
info@jevondangeli.com 

If you follow the program exactly as it is stated on this document and find that it has not 
helped you, or if you are not completely satisfied with it at the end of your fourth week, 
then we will gladly refund the full amount that you paid for the 3 recordings that make up 
this 6 session audio set. We can confidently offer you this money back promise because 
we know that this unique weight loss programme works. So there’s nothing to lose, except 
weight! 
 
Purchase the following 3 recordings: Effortless Weight Loss, Drop the Habit, Mind Over 
Matter on my website. 
 
Listen to the 3 recordings as follows: 
 
Day 1: Effortless Weight Loss (tracks 2 & 3)  Day 7: Free day 
Day 2: Effortless Weight Loss (track 4)   Day 8 - 13: Repeat day 1- 6 
Day 3: Effortless Weight Loss (track 5)   Day 14 Free day 
Day 4: Effortless Weight Loss (track 6)   Day 15 - 20: Repeat day 1- 6 
Day 5: Drop the Habit     Day 21: Free day 
Day 6: Mind Over Matter      Day 22 - 27: Repeat day 1- 6 
 
 
I.....................................................(full name) commit to listening to the above-mentioned 
recordings as stated in this document. I accept that I am only eligible for a refund if I have 
used all 3 recordings consistently as stated above and if I am not satisfied with their result 
by the end of 4 weeks. I acknowledge that this program does not propose that I will reach 
my goal weight within 4 weeks, but that by such time I will be steadily losing weight with 
relative ease until my goal weight is achieved.  
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